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We like to watch trends. The fundamentals of the work done at Woodstock is not following
trends, however, but following actual companies and how we expect their managements to
respond to change with the “tools” they have within their companies to continue to produce
profits. After doing that work, we like to point out why you, our clients, should be at Woodstock. We believe that you are best served here.
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The trends in investment management theory may be starting to bend Woodstock’s way. Two
recent articles in the financial press have pointed out that: (1) volatility is not risk and (2) that
there are limitations to modern portfolio theory (“MPT”). We agree with the first author that
one of the most important questions in investment is: what is risk?1 The author pairs finance
academics and traders, at least one of whom use volatility to assess how much they might lose
in a short-term investment. “But if you have a long-term horizon, volatility is an opportunity.”
An investor’s ability to take advantage of that opportunity, however, requires fortitude.
Second, after reviewing indexes, stock returns versus bonds, and what a stock represents, the
second author points out that stock investors are buying into “actual businesses and would be
better served by seeking to understand them.”2 Under MPT, a stock’s return is related to its
“factor exposures” and can be explained by them. Buying an index captures those exposures
without the work of understanding the underlying companies. The author points out that
this is “backwards”. The stocks do “well or poorly because the underlying businesses do well
or poorly”. “After the fact, we can use stock returns to derive a set of factor returns.” The
most important point that he and we believe is that the general, growing belief in MPT will
create opportunities for those who persist in trying to understand companies and their business prospects.
Trust and the fiduciary standard are much in the financial news. The U.S. Department of
Labor (DOL) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) are dueling over responsibility and definitions. The vast majority of the investment world (banks, insurance companies
and broker/dealers) cannot make the profits they have become accustomed to with a real fiduciary standard. We expect the committee designing this “horse” to come up with a “camel”,
as of old. There is no real constituency defending a real fiduciary standard, not even the law
schools you might expect. It is interesting to note that the last law school, Suffolk University,
to require a course in trust law, the origin of fiduciary responsibility, has now dropped the requirement. Woodstock, however, will keep to the real fiduciary standard. Under the fiduciary
duty, an adviser must act in the best interests of its clients and not favor its own interests over
those of its clients.3 Our clients and owners expect it of us and we believe others, who are not
now our clients, will appreciate that commitment in the future.
“Big data” may change everything. However, we have a warning from an analysis of the 2008
financial crisis. When large technology projects need to make sense of “volume, velocity and
variety” there is an appropriate and valuable use for big data. But the use of data models,
describing the “whats” but not the “whys” brought large banks to their knees in 2008. One
author says “we shouldn’t feel inadequate because we rely on our animal traits like gut, intuition and bias”,4 in contrast to “trusting what the data tell us before we fully understand why”.
Is the self-driving car an appropriate use of big data in helping to solve a large, technology
project or something else? A recent article described the artificial intelligence (AI) at the heart
of autonomous driving systems as “brittle, opaque and shallow”.5 “Brittle because it can’t
carry over insights from one context to another, opaque because humans can’t evaluate its
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neuron-like tangle of connections, and shallow because it’s easy to fool.” On the other hand, we can believe that the companies involved are building a database large
enough to overcome the brittleness and shallowness problems and that someone will
figure out how to use artificial intelligence on itself to solve the opaqueness problem.
We know that you are the most valuable business development tool that we have. Your referral of a friend, colleague or family member to us is the most important way that we grow.
We thank you for your support and want you to know that we are dedicated to serving your
best interest.
William H. Darling, Chairman & President
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Why Are Longterm
Interest Rates So
Low?
Adrian G. Davies

The S&P 500 Index returned 2.65% through
mid-year, recovering from its modest loss in
the first quarter and remaining below its
January high. Large capitalization internet
and technology shares continued to dominate performance, with Alphabet, Amazon,
Apple, Facebook, Microsoft, and Netflix accounting for 99% of the S&P’s modest gain.1
Seven of the S&P 500’s current eleven sector
classifications were down through mid-year.
The broader returns are modest considering S&P 500 Index earnings are expected
to be up 20% this year, boosted by the corporate tax cut, and then up 10% next year.2
The US economy remains healthy, having
grown at a 2.2% rate in the first quarter and
forecast to grow 2.9% for the full year.3 The
nine year economic expansion is the second
longest in US history.4 The relatively vibrant
economy and accelerating inflation drove
the yield on the 10-year US Treasury up from
2.43% at the beginning of the year to 2.85%
by mid-year. Bond yields and interest rates
move inversely with bond prices. In May, the
10-year Treasury yield peaked at 3.10%. While
the 10-year US Treasury yield rose, short term
interest rates rose even faster. The Federal Reserve has raised the Fed Funds rate twice this
year, from 1.42% at the beginning of the year
to 1.91% by the end of June. Fed officials
aspire to raise rates to a level which neither
stimulates nor impedes economic growth, and
for the most part feel that we aren’t there yet.
Many investors look at the difference between the 10-year US Treasury yield and the
2-year Treasury yield as a gauge reflecting
the longer term prospects for the economy.
A bigger differential, referred to as a steeper
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yield curve, suggests investors expect strong
economic growth and/or inflation. The
yield curve has been flattening of late, to
the point where the difference between the
10-year Treasury rate and the 2-year rate has
narrowed to 0.33 percentage points. Two
more 0.25 percentage point hikes would invert the yield curve – making the 2-year yield
higher than the 10-year yield – if long term
rates don’t move higher. Inversion means the
market believes short term interest rates will
fall, as typically happens during recessions.
The 2s-10s spread has gone negative before
each of the past seven recessions.5 The signal
provides an early warning, which can come
anywhere from a few months to two years
before a recession typically starts. It’s possible that yield curve inversion causes recession: banks tend to finance themselves with
short term capital and lend money on a longer term basis. If banks can’t lend profitably,
they will scale back their lending. The ensuing credit contraction can cause a recession.
As an economic indicator, the yield curve
clearly contrasts with most other economic
statistics. Most economic statistics suggest
the economy is doing better than good: gross
domestic product (GDP) growth, unemployment, durable goods orders, etc. have all
been fairly robust. The unemployment rate
is close to all-time lows. Inflation seems to
be finally turning up. The economy is digesting not only a stimulative corporate tax
cut, but considerable fiscal expansion. According to the Congressional Budget Office’s baseline estimates, federal deficits will
average $1.2 trillion per year through 2028.
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The deficit is projected to increase from 3.5
percent of GDP in 2017 to 5.4 percent in 2022.
Rather than slowing down, the economy could
just as well overheat, but that’s not the message the 10-year Treasury yield is conveying.
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It is generally understood that the Federal Reserve controls the short end of the
yield curve through its open market operations. The long end of the curve is generally
deemed to be set by market forces. Would
the Fed deliberately set the Federal Funds
rate higher than the 10-year Treasury rate?
If the Fed were to raise the Fed Funds rate
above the 10-year Treasury rate, and the
economy were to subsequently fall into recession, that’s probably not something any
Fed Governor would want to have on their
resume. Fed Governors James Bullard, Neel
Kashkari, Raphael Bostic, and Patrick Harker have said they would be reluctant to raise
the Federal Funds rate above the 10-year
Treasury rate.6 And yet the consensus of Fed
Governors is that there will be two more rate
hikes this year and three more next.7 Clearly,
many Governors are counting on the 10-year
Treasury rate rising from its current level.
A number of factors may be working in concert to keep long term interest rates low,
with the monetary policies of other central
banks being an important one. The European Central Bank (ECB) is still buying €30
billion of bonds per month and the Bank of
Japan (BOJ) is still buying ¥270 billion per
month to stimulate their economies. These

monetary actions have helped drive yields to
0.301% and 0.031% respectively for German
and Japanese 10-year government bonds. US
Treasury yields remain attractive relative to
these major currency counterparts, but are
probably still trading lower than they would
be if other central banks weren’t as aggressively managing their yield curves.
Another dynamic which could explain low
long term yields is the relative supply of
and demand for Treasury bonds. Low interest rates indicate that demand for long term
Treasurys is fairly strong. As has been the
case for some time, most of the Federal Government’s outstanding debt consists of short
maturity issues. The Treasury Department is
responsible for deciding what proportion of
the Government’s debt to finance in short
maturity paper versus long term debt. The
Treasury could shift the relative supply of
available maturities among its debt issues.
Similarly, the Federal Reserve currently manages a $4.2 trillion portfolio of bonds, so
their decisions about whether to buy shortterm or long-term paper also influences the
demand and supply of US Treasury debt at
different maturities. Buying only short duration bonds would be the reverse of Operation Twist, whereby the Fed swapped short
maturity bonds for long term bonds in
2011-2012 for the express purpose of bringing down long term rates. But the Fed’s primary consideration may not be managing
Continued on Page 4
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the 2s-10s spread – they may be more focused
on keeping mortgage rates and other long
term borrowing rates low to stimulate growth.
The trade war could be further depressing interest rates as investors fear economic disruption and flock to safe-haven securities. The
trade war is supposed to be resolved in the
near term -- it should not have much effect
on a long duration asset. Then again, the
trade war probably shouldn’t affect foreign
exchange rates either, and it has been.
On the other hand, market forces may drive
long term interest rates back up. Rates remain
low relative to nominal GDP growth. Rising
Federal deficits are one factor that ought to
increase the supply of Treasurys. The ECB is
expected to taper its bond buying program
by the end of the year. And low US unemployment should drive wage inflation, which
should drive inflation higher more broadly.
We expect inflation to rise at least in the near
term.
Rising long term interest rates could potentially have a worse impact on economic
growth than yield curve inversion. Interest
rates usually rise because either economic
growth or inflationary pressures are accelerating. The danger would be if interest rates
were to rise not because of economic strength
or inflation, but because central banks are
withdrawing their policy accommodation.
Higher interest rates would then slow economic growth, with slower economic growth
eventually driving rates back down.
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Yet another interpretation of the current low
rate environment is that the Fed’s tightening
activities themselves are keeping long term
rates low. Despite the Fed’s goal of seeking
a neutral interest rate, the Fed’s monetary
tightening may serve to constrain both economic growth and inflation expectations.
Perhaps the market is trying to tell the Fed
their rate hikes will keep economic growth
modest. Economic growth and inflation
might be higher over a ten year period if
the Fed were to stop raising rates presently.
The conventional thinking is that rates
should normalize, and that normalized rates
are somewhere north of where they stand
today. GDP growth is approaching historical levels and interest rates should be too.
The Fed has expressed some interest in having some “dry powder,” meaning they want
to raise rates now so they can lower them
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during the next economic downturn. But
normalized interest rates might be structurally lower than where they’ve been in the past.
Our collective debt levels (government, corporate, and consumer) have been expanding
for forty years, and interest rates have been in
a downtrend for forty years. Our debt levels
may be limiting our economic growth potential. At higher debt levels, economic growth
is more sensitive to changes in interest rates.
If interest rates are appropriate for the total
amounts of debt currently outstanding, the
2s-10s spread indicator may be correctly suggesting the likelihood of a recession has increased and additional rate hikes might precipitate one.
The Fed should further be mindful of the
impact higher US rates would have on foreign economies, currency exchange rates, and
trade conditions. Interest rates around the
world might either be pulled up in sympathy with US rates, dampening global growth,
or the US Dollar might rise further than it
already has, limiting our ability to export.
President Trump has a point when he argues
the Fed is counteracting much of what he intends to accomplish with trade policy. The
Fed probably should at least slow the pace at
which it is raising rates.
Limiting our fiscal deficits would require
short term sacrifice in order to restore economic vibrancy over the longer term. If it’s
unrealistic to expect our elected officials to
instill fiscal discipline, then our eventual fate
could be more dollar printing. That wouldn’t
necessarily happen even in the intermediate
future, and, if it were to happen by the way,
we would still recommend staying invested in
stocks versus bonds or cash.
Trade War
The trade war has so far had minimal effects on the US economy, but it is having
some effects on markets. The US Dollar rose
about 3%, and emerging markets stocks fell
7% year-to-date through June. The Shanghai
Stock Exchange Composite Index fell 8.4%
in June. A number of emerging market currencies also fell. The Chinese Renminbi fell
3.4% in June. The trade war has made some
commodity prices rise (steel, where we are imposing import tariffs), and others fall (if they
will be subject to other countries’ tariffs).
Soybeans fell 16% in June. Although tariffs
Continued on Page 5

were not imposed on copper, copper prices
fell 3% in June and have continued to fall as
concerns about global trade have increased.

US withdrawal, Japan took the lead on TPP
negotiations, and now Japan is working out
trade terms with the European Union.

Newly imposed tariffs are intended as a negotiating tactic and should be temporary. As
long term investors, we are looking beyond
the trade war. As of this writing US stocks
also appear to be looking beyond it and the
potential damage tariffs may cause in the
short term. The longer the bravado and posturing continue publicly, however, the more
the tariffs will dampen economic activity,
while we can’t know what trade negotiations
are going on in official circles behind the
scenes. There could be some inflationary
and some deflationary implications of the
trade war over the next year or so. Overall,
we don’t expect the Fed to do much in response, although they could defer an interest rate hike to offset the new uncertainty.
Another concern is that businesses sought
to stockpile key inventory ahead of the potential trade war. Such ordering would not
have been enough to have lifted GDP significantly, but may have been enough to send
misleading signals about growth rates. We’ll
know soon enough if growth rates subside.

Tariffs imposed to date will have a much
bigger effect on the Chinese economy than
on the US economy, considering exports account for 20% of China’s GDP and only 12%
of the US’s. Unfortunately however, we are
engaging in trade wars with all of our major
trading partners at the same time. Furthermore, we are operating against an implicit
deadline, the US mid-term elections.

We hope the Trump Administration is successful in persuading our trade partners to
open their markets further to US trade and
investment, and in securing greater protections for US intellectual property rights. We
also need to consider the possibility that
trade patterns shift as a result of the toughhanded tactics in ways that aren’t advantageous to the US over the long term. After

The Trump Administration would like to
see trade negotiations neatly wrapped up in
time to bring a victory home to its electoral
base. While we would like to see the aggressive trade negotiations wrapped up quickly,
we would be disappointed to see our negotiating position compromised by an artificial
deadline.
We are pleased to report that the environment has been quite favorable for stocks. According to FactSet consensus estimates, the
S&P 500 Index finished the quarter trading
at 16.9x 2018 earnings and 15.4x 2019 earnings. Economic and earnings growth will
most likely moderate, but the market’s valuation seems to account for this. Although the
trade war presents a possible near-term challenge for stocks, we believe investors would
welcome a favorable resolution and stocks
will come out of the trade war in good shape.
While tightening monetary conditions and
rising interest rates present potentially bigger
Continued on Page 6
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challenges to the markets, we don’t see the
Fed deliberately inverting the 2s – 10s Treasury spread. Any let-up in the pace of monetary tightening would probably be well received by the markets. We remain focused on
investing for the long term, but we are happy
to incorporate nearer term client needs into

portfolio positioning as necessary. Please
contact your portfolio manager if you have
questions.
Adrian G. Davies is Executive Vice President at
Woodstock Corporation. You may contact him at
adavies@woodstockcorp.com.
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There is current interest in the effect of the
new tax law changes on investment fees. Before discussing deductibility, investment fees
have always had to be justified. For assets
managed at a firm like Woodstock, the ownership of individual equities, not in a pooled
investment structure, allows the investment
manager to use asset allocation, tax considerations and turnover, in other words use the
levers available, to effectively save as much as
the management fee might be. Best estimates
are that being able to use the levers and use
them effectively adds 1% to 3% per year to
an account, however occurring intermittently
over the years.1 In pooled investments such
as mutual funds, there are no levers to pull
and the published fee schedule may leave out
12(b)-1 fees, the pooled sales charges. For a
Woodstock type account the management fee
can be effectively wiped out by manager initiated savings. The client benefits from the
full upside over the years. A client notices
this by watching the overall value of their account go up by more than they might have
thought or go down by less, depending on
the market and their withdrawals.
The new tax law has ended the deductibility of investment fees for taxable accounts.
It’s a loss for every taxable account, but especially for pooled investment vehicles, which
had no way to offset the fee to begin with.
The other major change is the Alternative
Minimum Tax (AMT). Woodstock clients
tended to be thrown into the old AMT because
deductions for state and local taxes, personal
exemptions and miscellaneous expenses were
added back to income and taxed at 28%. If
bigger than the regular tax, then AMT was due.
Under the new cap on state and local taxes,
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is only $10,000 is allowed, so only $10,000 is
added back. Together with the elimination
of adding back other deductions this means
that the estimate of AMT filers who earned
$500,000 or less for 2018 is about 120,000
taxpayers down from 4 million in 2017.2
When talking about income inequality or
income equality the way income is measured
is important. The measurement of “earned
income” is according to the U.S. Census Bureau’s income distribution tables. “Spendable income” subtracts federal, state and local taxes from earned income and adds back
“Medicaid, food stamps, the earned income
tax credit and 85 other federal payments and
services” (totaling almost $1 trillion in 2013),
plus the equivalent in state and local programs and services.3 Income statistics tend to
separate Americans into quintiles. The effect
of using spendable income instead of earned
income is to change the percent of income
allocated to the bottom three quintiles from
2.2%, 7.0% and 12.6% respectively to 12.9%,
13.9% and 15.4% for 2013, making the bottom 60% of Americans almost equivalent
in spendable income in spite of them being
called the bottom, lower middle and middleincome respectively. The bigges change is
to the top quintile which drops from 57.7%
of earned income to 39.3% of spendable income. From the bottom quintile to top quintile the “gap” is only 3 times when looking at
spendable income, as the authors point out.
If you or any of your other advisors have questions about the issues raised here, please contact your investment manager or one of us.
William H. Darling, CPA - Chairman & President
Jeanne M. FitzGerald, CPA – Tax Manager

2016. Ask your portfolio manager for exact reference.

